Changes from wish-whip-03 to wish-whip-04

draft-ietf-wish-whip-05

- Added Accept-Post in OPTIONS responses.
- Added Accept-Patch in 201 Created response [may need to be reverted]
- If WHIP resource does not support the PATCH method for any purpose, return a 501.
- Clarification about Etag and optional ICE candidates on 200 OK response to an PATCH request.
- Including the ETag in the original "201 Created" response is only REQUIRED if the WHIP resource supports ICE restarts and OPTIONAL otherwise.
- Add note about calling SLD order to avoid ICE restarts.
- Use ICE server configuration in 201 response preferred over OPTIONS.
- Fix ice ufrag in examples and use an opaque Etag in examples to avoid implementation misinterpretation.
- Add IANA registration.
- Add acknowledgements.
Next steps

- Check correctness of Accept-Patch
- Publish new draft with minor pending editorial fixes
- WGLC